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patterns have created dominican and Colombian populations in the 
united states that have quite different social and demographic charac-
teristics. dominican immigration has for the most part followed the 
more traditional economic model. early waves of migrants were middle-
class dominicans fleeing political instability in the wake of the assassi-
nation of dictator Rafael Trujillo and the invasion of the u.s. marines in 
1965. a more socioeconomically diverse group of immigrants started to 
leave the island during the 1970s, pushed out by the dominican Repub-
lic’s severe economic problems in the form of high foreign debt and high 
oil prices (Torres-saillant and hernández 1998; hernández 2002). from 
the 1980s onward, the nation’s economic picture continued to deterio-
rate, with estimates that the actual per capita income in 1992 was below 
what it had been in the early 1970s (Pessar and Graham 2001). The result 
was increased migration to the united states as an overwhelming num-
ber of unskilled workers were joined by a stream of their better skilled 
counterparts, who were pushed out as well by a decline in good jobs  
and the plummeting value of the nation’s currency (Torres-saillant and 
hernández 1998).

By comparison, Colombian immigration to the united states, more 
deeply intertwined with political unrest, violence, and declining eco-
nomic conditions, has seen a more pronounced stream of highly skilled 
and better-off migrants seeking to escape this combination of factors 

Table 1.1   Characteristics of Children of Immigrant Families

Colombian dominican Total

male 16 16 32
age range

under eighteen 1 0 1
eighteen to twenty-two 24 24 48
Twenty-three to twenty-six 7 10 17
Twenty-seven to thirty 4 3 7
Thirty-one to thirty-three 1 1 2
over forty-one 0 1 1

Generation
1.5 18 12 30
second generation 19 27 46

1.5 age at arrival
Zero to five 3 5 8
six to ten 12 7 19
eleven to twelve 3 0 3

n 37 39 76

Source: author’s compilation based on data from the dominican and Colombian immi-
grant family study (2009).
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available in the united states. for the Colombians, who had lived with 
systemic violence in their home country, the issue of security was espe-
cially important.

Let us first define the actual mobility paths. an immigrant who was a 
dramatic riser met at least two conditions of upward economic mobility, 
as measured by education, occupation, and wealth in the united states: 
having some additional schooling (beyond studying english as a second 
language), having held or holding an occupation higher in prestige than 
the job(s) held in the home country, and/or owning a home. dramatic 
risers were living the classic immigrant version of the american dream. 
a limited riser was an immigrant who met only one of the conditions of 
upward economic mobility and thus had not experienced as much mo-
bility. Replicators reproduced their status in their country of origin, 
whether relatively high or low. someone who was a high replicator thus 
differed from a dramatic riser in having had a high-prestige job and 
home in the country of origin. similarly, the key distinction between a 
low replicator and a limited riser, even though their lives were quite simi-
lar, was that the former had not done any better with migration in edu-
cation, occupational prestige, and home ownership.

upward mobility, however, is not the same as social class background. 
as table 2.1 shows, only twenty families—eight dominicans and twelve 
Colombians—had middle-class backgrounds in the united states.2 i de-
fine middle-class families as those in which at least one parent works in 
a job that entails a lot of managerial authority or competencies typically 
associated with a college education (Lareau and weininger 2008, 122). 
The middle-class parents in our study were teachers, social workers, en-
gineers, and computer programmers. working-class families are those in 
which neither parent has a middle-class job and at least one parent’s job 
has no managerial responsibilities or does not require college-level skills 
(Lareau and weininger 2008, 122). our working-class parents included 
factory and maintenance workers along with office assistants.

high replicators and some of the dramatically upwardly mobile join 

Table 2.1   Social Class Backgrounds of Immigrant Parents, Overall  
Sample 

Colombians dominicans Total

middle-class 12 8 20
working-class 25 31 56
Total 37 39 76

Source: author’s compilation based on data from the dominican and Colombian immi-
grant family study (2009).
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Living Mobility

Dramatic Risers

in alfonso’s family, the journey of his parents and grandparents to the 
united states, propelled as it was by the civil war in the dominican Re-
public during the mid-1960s, was framed as one of unqualified upward 
economic and social mobility. The older generations had fled their homes 
in one of santo domingo’s shantytowns, first for flatbush in Brooklyn, 
new York, and then for Lawrence, massachusetts. They left to escape 
not only the poor economic conditions in a country where social class, 
itself embedded with political influence, was believed to be highly deter-
minative of life chances, but also the political instability and violence as 
dueling factions battled for control following the assassination of Rafael 
Trujillo, who served as president and de facto dictator of the nation from 
1930 to 1961 (Torres-saillant and hernández 1998). as alfonso said, his 
parents rarely spoke of their lives back in the dominican Republic, and 
when they did, they spoke only of the deprivation and fear.

and of course, you know, education was incredibly difficult from what 
they said. with the civil war going on, they couldn’t even make it to school, 
so it was a miracle that they got out. what i remember the most is when 
they would say, you know, “we used to walk outside our house and there 
would be dead bodies in the street from the civil war.”

in the united states, despite the challenges—his grandmother suf-
fered nerve injuries after years of working in unbearably hot clothing 
factories—the political peace and economic opportunity were seen as 

Table 2.2   Mobility Paths of Immigrant Parents, Overall Sample 

Colombians dominicans Total

dramatic risers 12 12 24
Replicators

high 5 1 6
Low 2 5 7

Limited risers 7 12 19
downwardly 
mobile 11 9 20

Total 37 39 76

Source: author’s compilation based on data from the dominican and Colombian immi-
grant family study (2009).
Note: in one case, the Colombian parents were young 1.5ers themselves, so i employed the 
grandparents as the template for mobility and classified them as limited risers; the grand-
parents bought a home in the united states but otherwise did not get more education or 
jobs of equivalent or higher prestige than they had in Colombia.  
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admit the brown indians; but with the negroes of africa, we come to a 
full stop” (duBois 1899/1996, 387). for many newcomers arriving in the 
midnineteenth century and into the early twentieth century, the process 
of becoming accepted as american meant acceptance of the black-white 
color line and active resistance to being identified—and stigmatized—as 
black (Lee and Bean 2010). especially now in the post-1960s period of 
immigration, this social distancing from african americans continues, 
particularly among black and Latino immigrants, who learn to contrast 
their work ethic and optimism with the supposed lack of the same 
among native black minorities (waters 1999; Perreira, Chapman, and 
stein 2006; smith 2006; Vickerman 2007). Yet like their predecessors, the 
post-1960s immigrants can find it challenging to situate themselves in 
the nation’s racial and ethnic classification system.

our interviews gave parents the chance to offer their interpretation of 
what it was like to encounter the american racial classification system 
and to express how they would like to be seen. Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show 
the complex range of answers that parents gave when asked to describe 
their skin color in the country of origin compared to the united states. 
only three of the thirteen dominican parents said that they were white 
in the united states. six reported a change, mainly from being white in 
the dominican Republic to a darker phenotype here (such as indian or 
brown), or from indian-mestizo to black. The Colombian parents, mean-
while, were nearly twice as likely to identify as white here: eight of the 
eighteen respondents did so. The Colombian parents were also less 
likely to report a change in how they identified their skin color with mi-
gration; only six did so, and of these, two lightened, going from morena 
to white in the united states, and two darkened, from white and chest-
nut to indian and black here, respectively.

Thirteen parents said that they were neither black nor white in the 
united states, a response consistent with what Robert C. smith (1994; 
2006, 35) has called doubly bounded solidarity—“bounded on one side 

Table 3.1   Self-Reported Parental Phenotype Categories—Dominicans 

Phenotype in the  
dominican Republic Phenotype in the united states

white white, indian,a browna 
mestiza/o mestiza/o,a black  
Triguena/indian Triguena/indiana 
indian indian, indigenous,a black 
marilla jabao (yellow) does not know

Source: author’s compilation based on data from the dominican and Colombian immi-
grant family study (2009).
aa category not commonly used in the united states.
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by not being white and on the other by not being Black.” Rather, they 
tended to report an american skin color that did not popularly exist, 
such as brown, medium, or indian, thus borrowing from homeland con-
ceptions (mahalingam 2006). The following responses speak to the 
theme of doubly bounded solidarity and highlight the ways in which the 
parents employed home country categories to frame their discussions of 
u.s.-based labels and the disjuncture between the two.

marissa’s mother, who said she was indian here: “since my family 
was light-skinned, i never identified as black.”

isabel’s mother, who said she was brown here (in the process, paint-
ing an idealized picture of the dominican Republic as having no color 
distinctions): “no, because in my country this doesn’t matter that 
much. we learn about skin colors here in the u.s. here they pay a lot 
of attention to that.”

elias’s mother, who said she was Triguena/indian here (upholding 
the dominican Republic’s mythology that its population is largely a 
mix of european whites and Taino indians): “no. Because in my 
country the white is white, the black is black, and those in the middle 
like myself are indian or ‘mestizo.’” 

shirley’s mother, who said she was indigenous in the united states: 
[Why not white?] “Because i am not tall, and i do not have blue eyes. 
my father is indian, very indigenous. my mother is tall and had broth-
ers who are blond, but i think we are very indigenous.”

it is worth noting that the mothers of marissa, isabel, and shirley all 
said that they were white in their country of origin. shirley’s mother, the 
only Colombian represented in this cluster, believed that the white racial 
category was not an option for her because it was far narrower in scope 

Table 3.2   Self-Reported Parental Phenotype Categories—Colombians

Phenotype in Colombia Phenotype in the united states

white white, indian/indigenousa

Triguena (brunette/light brown/café latte), 
Triguena/morenita (wheat/tanned)

Browna or white, spanish, 
don’t know, Triguenaa 

morena (olive) hispanic or white
Castano (chestnut) Black 
medium medium
olive-cinnamon-colored olive-cinnamon-colored

Source: author’s compilation based on data from the dominican and Colombian immi-
grant family study (2009).
aa category not commonly used in the united states. 
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and one wrote down “Black Latino.” Twenty-two of the Colombians 
self-identified ethnically; another twelve either reported mixed ethnicity 
or answered with “Latino” or “hispanic.” Just as with race, dominicans 
were slightly more consistent in their ethnicity answers. for both, the 
most frequent answers were a variant of ethnicity (for example, Colom-
bian or Colombian american) or panethnicity (Latino, hispanic).

The interview data showed that race did not necessarily mean skin 
color to the respondents. as table 7.2 indicates, only four dominicans 
described themselves as phenotypically white, and twelve described 
themselves as between white and light. Like their parents, the 1.5- and 
second-generation dominicans used intermediate skin color labels to 
describe themselves. Twelve said that they were in the medium range, 
and eight said that they were a mixture of black and white or dark-
skinned. The 1.5- and second-generation Colombians were more likely 
to say that they were white or light-skinned, although some also used 
“medium” as a descriptor.

By and large, the interview data revealed that the children had ac-
cepted the identities ascribed to them by mainstream society. They had 
learned to give the “appropriate” response, especially on closed-ended, 
“check the appropriate box” surveys. in their case, the “appropriate” re-
sponse was either “Latino” or “hispanic,” especially because “domini-
can” or “Colombian” was typically not an available choice. To borrow 
from José itzigsohn (2009, 189), “becoming american means becoming 
Latino.” similar to itzigsohn’s findings in his study of first- and second-
generation dominicans, our respondents interpreted panethnicity in 
both ethnic and racial terms.

The processes of racialization of panethnicity were different for the 
second generation compared to the first (itzigsohn and dore-Cabral 
2000; Jensen et al. 2006). in chapter 3, we saw that some of the parents 
used the terms “Latino,” “hispanic,” and even “Colombian,” “domini-
can,” and “spanish,” as intermediate racial categories for themselves. 
They were neither black nor white but rather Latino. for the children, 

Table 7.1   Most Frequent Answers to the Open-Ended Racial Question

Latino hispanic white

Colombians 
(n = 37) 7 18 5

dominicans 
(n = 39) 18 10 0

Total  
(n = 76) 25 28 5

Source: author’s compilation based on children’s surveys from the dominican and Colom-
bian immigrant family study (2009).
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however, it was common sense that they were racially Latino or his-
panic—that was the categorization they had known for most, if not all, 
of their lives. many felt little tension about being (or not being) black or 
white because they had never really thought of themselves in that way. 
furthermore, there was perceived advantage to claiming a Latino or 
hispanic identity. according to the children, it was common knowledge 
that checking off “Latino” or “hispanic“ (whichever term was being 
used on the form) might translate into greater financial aid for school or 
perhaps even an admissions advantage. as one dominican woman said, 
“everyone knows [this],” even though she believed that such an advan-
tage was not fair. That said, just because the children tended to converge 
on choosing ethnic and panethnic labels does not mean that they attrib-
uted the same meanings to them.

a minority of the children—eight of the dominicans and six of the 
Colombians—expressed confusion about race and ethnicity. unlike the 
parents we interviewed, however, the confusion signaled a conceptual 
tension rooted in the u.s. context. The children asked questions like: 
what does ethnicity mean? what does race mean—is it skin color? what 
is the difference between race and ethnicity? are race and ethnicity con-

Table 7.2   Children’s Self-Reported Phenotypic Classification

Phenotype frequency

dominicans
white 4
white/light 3
Light 9
Light/medium 4
medium 3
medium/dark 3
Black/white/medium 2
Black/white 3
dark 5
missing 3

Colombians
white 20
white/light 2
white/medium 2
Light 2
Light/medium 3
medium 4
dark 1
missing 3

Source: author’s compilation based on children’s interviews from the dominican and  
Colombian immigrant family study (2009).
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Ethnic Lives

Home Language

identity begins in the family home with the language, stories, and cul-
tural traditions of parents being transmitted to their children. in this way, 
the immigrant family home serves as a symbolic connection to the fami-
ly’s country of origin. The Colombian and dominican 1.5- and second-
generation individuals we interviewed were deeply familiar with and 
shared their parents’ understandings of the family home culture. Lan-
guage was, of course, crucial. as indicated by table 7.3, most of the Co-
lombians and dominicans said that they were fluent in speaking and 
understanding spanish, and close to two-thirds of the Colombians and 
about half of the dominicans said the same for writing and reading 
spanish. such patterns are consistent with large-scale survey data re-
vealing higher levels of spanish-language retention between genera-
tions and fluent bilingualism among the children of immigrants from 
spanish-speaking countries compared with children of immigrants from 
asian nations (Portes and Rumbaut 2001; Rumbaut 2002; Bean and ste-
vens 2003; Tran 2010). as table 7.4 shows, most of the Colombian and 
dominican children reported using spanish a lot of the time in speaking 
with their parents, who, as we might expect, were reported as even more 
likely to speak to their children in spanish. Table 7.5 gives us a sense of 
the spanish language as a key part of the cultural landscape inhabited 
by the children, both growing up and as adults. most of the children said 
that they both had grown up with and continued to listen to Latin mu-
sic—for instance, on the radio. and while fewer 1.5- and second-genera-
tion respondents watched Latin television programs (the news, sports, 

Table 7.3   Children’s Self-Reported Abilities in Spanish 

fluent functional minimal
no  

Response

speaking and understanding  
spanish
Colombians 31 5 — 1
dominicans 30 9 — —
subtotal 61 14 — 1

Reading and writing spanish
Colombians 24 12 — 1
dominicans 20 16 3 —
subtotal 44 28 3 1

Source: author’s compilation based on children’s surveys from the dominican and Colombian  
immigrant family study (2009).
Note: n = 76.
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novellas), a sizable proportion still did. Reading spanish-language ma-
terials (newspapers, magazines, and books) was also a common activity 
for many of the children.

according to the children’s interviews, speaking spanish was a fea-
ture of shared family activities (Tran 2010). Parents read in spanish to 
their young children, and as the children grew older, the parents bor-
rowed library books to have them read for themselves; when the second 
generation became adults, parents and other family members shared 
their own spanish-language books with them. writing letters and, later, 
emailing in spanish to extended family also maintained knowledge of 
the language. in addition, family members were on hand to answer 
questions about grammar and accent marks. sara, an american-born 
Colombian, remembered that she earned a 5, the highest score, on the 
advanced placement exam in spanish even though she had never taken 
a formal spanish class. Growing up in a home where her parents were 
learning english but also speaking spanish, sara said that she developed 

Table 7.4   Self-Reported Language Use Between Children and Parents

Children use  
spanish with  

Parents

Parents use 
spanish with 

Children

Colombians (n = 37)
Yes 28 31
sometimes 9 6

dominicans (n = 39)  
Yes 32 36
sometimes 7 3

Source: author’s compilation based on children’s interviews from the dominican and  
Colombian immigrant family study (2009).

Table 7.5   Children’s Ethnic Activities

Regularly  
Listened to  
Latin music

Regularly  
watched  
Latin TV  
Programs

Regularly  
Read  

spanish- 
Language  
materials  

(newspapers,  
magazines,  

Books)

Colombian (n = 37) 31 20 26 
dominican (n = 39) 35 25 26 

Source: author’s compilation based on children’s interviews from the dominican and  
Colombian immigrant family study (2009).
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pared her life of greater freedom from such strictures to the lives of her 
female cousins still living in san Pedro de macoris, dominican Republic. 
she especially contrasted their aspirations with her drive to get an edu-
cation and have a career. alma had just graduated from Boston univer-
sity and worked as a coordinator with a risk prevention program for 
families. her cousins seemed to have different ambitions:

and it’s more like, “i’m going to go to high school, i’m going to graduate, 
and then i might do a secretary job, but i’m only going to do that until i 
find a husband. and only then will i move out of my house.” and i’m like 
[respondent and interviewer laugh], “i’m not waiting around to get married 
before i leave my house.”

Remembering her one visit to Colombia, Carmel said that she left 
with a better understanding of her mother. unlike her mother, Carmel 
loved doing her errands in sneakers, a T-shirt, and sweatpants and  
had always wondered why her mother “never left the house without 
makeup on” and never wore sweatpants or even running pants outside 
the home. even when her mother stayed at home, she always would do 
her hair. The reason Carmel’s mother gave was that Carmel’s father 
worked all day, and it was nice for him “to see his wife looking pretty.” 
(Carmel’s mother also worked all day.) Carmel accepted her mother’s 
explanations, although it was not until her visit to Colombia that they 
really resonated.

and then when i went to Colombia, nobody leaves their house looking 
uncomfortable. They are always dressed to the nines. They always have 
makeup that is perfect. Their face is perfect. even when they go jogging, 
my aunt would put all her makeup on and her face would be all nicely 
done. Then i understood why they are the way they are.

The visits also gave women the chance to situate the overprotective-
ness of girls, both here and there, in light of homeland gender inequali-
ties. The prevailing understanding was that in the dominican Republic 
and Colombia girls and women had to have strong family protection; 

Table 7.6      Frequency of Children’s Trips to Family Country of Origin

never
one to  

four Trips 
five or  

more Trips 

Colombians 8 17 9
dominicans 0 15 18

Source: author’s compilation based on children’s interviews from the dominican and  
Colombian immigrant family study (2009).
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dominican studies institute (dsi; six respondents), thanks to dr. Ra-
mona hernandez, the director.3 about 54 percent of the children’s sam-
ple was recruited through these three channels, along with additional 
organizations, each of which yielded two to three respondents. The re-
maining thirty-five individuals in the sample were recruited in one of 
two ways: when they reported having heard of my project but not re-
membering the source, and when i or a research assistant recruited them 
by canvassing immigrant neighborhoods with local institutions that 
served substantial numbers of dominicans and Colombians and spon-
sored local events that drew this population.

Table A.1  List of Organizations Contacted for the Study

amigos school
Bajucol
Charlestown high school
Chelsea human services Collaborative
College of new Rochelle
Colombo-american alliance (Boston)
Colombian Colloquium/harvard-miT Colombian society
Colombian Consulate (Boston)
Concilio hispano (Cambridge, massachusetts)
Congressional hispanic Caucus institute
david Rockefeller Center for Latin american studies at harvard university
dominican Consulate (Boston)
dominican studies institute at City university of new York (CunY)
east Boston area Planning action Council (aPaC)
east Boston ecumenical Community Council
east Boston social Centers inc.
el Centro hispano (white Plains, new York)
Gaston institute at the university of massachusetts (Boston)
Graduate/Professional hermana of sigma Lambda upsilon/señoritas Latinas 
unidas sorority, inc.

higher education Resource Center in Boston (Roxbury) and Lawrence
hispanic association of Colleges and universities (haCu)
La alianza hispana
La Comunidad
LasPau academic and Professional Programs for the americas at harvard 
university

Latino Professional network
national society of hispanic mBas (new england chapter)
new english Resource Center for higher education at the university of 
massachusetts at Boston

society of hispanic engineers
society of Latin american alumni
somerville Youth Commission
Voices of action
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Children’s Sample Characteristics

despite my best efforts, there were enrollment patterns that were prob-
ably nonrandom and nonrepresentative sampling artifacts. as table a.2 
shows, dominicans made up the bulk of the community college students 
(twelve of the fifteen respondents), which is likely to have been an arti-
fact of my having gained access to a community college located in a pre-
dominantly dominican and Puerto Rican town in massachusetts. mean-
while, most of the Colombians had been in four-year colleges. Table a.3 
provides a full listing of the schools by type and selectivity. overall, 
about one-fifth of the respondents went to public institutions.

Table a.4 sorts the sample by four-year college selectivity. ethnicity 
was relevant here too. more than half of the Colombian four-year college 
students were found at tier-one (top fifty) institutions. By contrast, about 
one-quarter of the dominicans were at such places.

although i recognized that my sample would be neither random nor 
representative, i tried to obtain variation along key indicators. after 
about a year in the field, i saw two emergent sampling patterns that 
needed to be addressed. The first had to do with gender. i found that 
dominican women were volunteering to participate at much higher 
rates than their male counterparts. (This was not the case for the Colom-
bians.) in January 2004, i closed the dominican women portion of the 
sample and focused on recruiting dominican men to the study. i was 
fortunate to be able to rely on the indefatigable silvia Covelli, whom i 
initially thought i would need only to help with recruitment. however, 
it became clear that my professional schedule was not flexible enough to 
conduct on-the-spot interviews (for example, being contacted at 1:00 pm 
about meeting at 2:00 pm in Lawrence, a good forty-minute drive from 
Cambridge with no traffic and assuming i had nothing else scheduled). 
silvia conducted interviews with six dominican male respondents in ad-

Table A.2   Children’s Educational Attainment 

Colombians  
(n = 37)

dominicans  
(n = 39)

Graduated from vocational school 1 0
enrolled in two-year college 3 8
Graduated from two-year college 0 1
Previously enrolled in two-year college,  
no degree 0 3

enrolled in four-year college 23 12
Graduated from four-year college 10 15

Source: author’s compilation based on data from the dominican and Colombian immi-
grant family study (2009).



Table A.3   Postsecondary Institutions Attended by Respondents, by Type

Type of four-Year  
institution Top fifty second Tier Third Tier fourth Tier

Best national universities  
(Phd-granting)

Brown, Cornell,  
harvard,  
massachusetts  
institute of  
Technology,  
new York university, 
state university  
of new York at  
Binghamton, Tufts

american university,  
Boston university,  
fordham,  
university of 
massachusetts at 
amherst,  
syracuse university

northeastern,  
university of  
massachusetts  
at Lowell,  
university of  
Rhode island

university of 
massachusetts  
at Boston

Best liberal arts colleges amherst, middlebury, 
smith, wellesley

wheaton — —

Best universities, master’s,  
by region

Bentley, emerson,  
simmons

— Buffalo state  
College,  
fitchburg state  
College, Long  
island state  
university 

College of new  
Rochelle

Best comprehensive colleges, 
bachelor’s, by region

merrimack  
College (north  
Region)

— — —

Source: author’s compilation based on data from U.S. News & World Report (2001).
Note: in addition to these four-year institutions, respondents also attended four community colleges (massachusetts Bay, middlesex, northern essex, 
and northshore) and one vocational school (one-year program).
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dition to two Colombian male respondents whom she helped recruit to 
the study. in the end, sixteen of the thirty-nine dominican respondents 
and sixteen of the thirty-seven Colombian respondents were men.

in the spring of 2004, i noticed the second pattern, namely, that  
middle- to upper-middle-class Colombians were becoming the bulk of 
my sample. while greater Boston has a strong working-class Colombian 
representation in east Boston, Lowell, and Chelsea, which i tapped into 
through spanish-language recruitment posters and meetings with local 
community leaders, it was still proving difficult to reach them effec-
tively. from my conversations with people familiar with the east Boston 
community, i learned that the nature of my sampling criteria was again 
proving to be problematic. There tended to be fewer second-generation 
children among the Colombians, who were arriving in greater Boston 
later than the dominicans did; moreover, of the ones who fell into my 
age-at-arrival category, a significant number were financially unable to 
transition to college from high school because of their documentation 
status. (Lacking papers, they did not qualify for financial aid.) in January 
2005, i decided to spend an additional six months recruiting working-
class Colombians with the stellar assistance of dr. Claudia Pineda, then 
a doctoral student, who conducted interviews with five Colombian re-
spondents. The result was more social class diversity. about 30 percent 
of the Colombian mothers had gone as far as middle school or high 
school, and 16 percent of the fathers had completed grade school or mid-
dle school, with another 21 percent having finished high school.

overall, the children’s reports revealed that they came from families 
doing better than foreign-born Colombians and dominicans on average. 
as table a.5 shows, this is clear in the higher rates of high school com-
pletion among the children’s mothers in my sample; the disparity be-
tween the Colombian and dominican mothers was also smaller com-
pared to the census data. The exception was female-headed households 
with children under the age of eighteen—substantially more of the re-

Table A.4   Selectivity of Children’s Four-Year Colleges

selectivity of College frequency Percentage 

Top fifty 24 39
second tier 9 15
Third tier 20 33
fourth tier 5 8
missinga 3 5

Source: author’s compilation based on data from U.S. News & World Report (2001).
Note: n = 61.
aThere was no available information in U.S. News & World Report, “Best College Rank-
ings,” for miami international university of art and design in miami, florida; hesser Col-
lege in manchester, new hampshire; and newbury College in Boston, massachusetts.



Table A.5   Selected Indicators of Foreign-Born Dominicans and Colombians in the United States, Census 2000, Compared to 
Parents in the Sample, 2001 to 2005

Census sample

Colombians dominicans Colombians dominicans

high school graduate or higher 72.1% 47.8%

mother father mother father

81% 70% 72% 44%
Bachelor’s degree or higher 21.6 9.4 22 24 8 18
female-headed household with 

children under eighteen 10.2 23.9 35 36
families living below poverty level 14.6 28.3 — —
Living in owner-occupied unit 41 20 70 49

Source: author’s compilation based on data from u.s. Census Bureau (2000) and the dominican and Colombian immigrant family study (2009).



Table A.6   Current Occupations of Foreign-Born Colombians and Dominicans in the United States, Census 2000, Compared 
to Parents in the Sample, 2001 to 2005

Census occupational Category

Census: 
all 

Colombians 

sample: 
Colombian 

mothers

sample: 
Colombian 

fathers

Census: 
all 

dominicans

sample:  
dominican 

mothers

sample: 
dominican 

fathers 

management and  
professional 24% 39% 13% 15.3% 34% 32%

service 24.2 45 20 26.4 31 36
sales and office 23.2 6 3 24.4 7 5
Construction, extraction,  
and maintenance 8.5 6 23 7.8 24 18

Production, transportation,  
and material moving 19.8 3 7 25.8 3 8

Source: author’s compilation based on data from u.s. Census Bureau (2000) and the dominican and Colombian immigrant family study (2009).



Table A.7  Parents’ Jobs Pre- and Post-Migration, Overall Sample 

Pseudonym  
of 1.5- or  
second-Generation 
Respondent 

father’s Job in  
native Country

father’s Present  
Job in  

the united  
states

mother’s Job in  
native  

Country

mother’s Present  
Job in  

the united  
states

dominicans

alfonso student real estate entrepreneur student secretary/legal assistant

Paul unknown unknown unknown nurse’s assistant

Leslie tailor tailor housewife housewife

nora unknown superintendent bank teller clerical assistant

natalia agriculturist restaurant owner none hospital worker

alejandro own business (sports 
complex)

did not migrate housewife mailroom clerk, 
previously on welfare

alba unknown retired travel agent buyer

Lenore merchant merchant lab technician lab technician

alexsa unknown unknown unknown administrative assistant

mary unknown housekeeping unknown supervisor

Lourdes mixed mauual labor construction maid housekeeper

alma electrical engineer self-employed 
electrical contractor

clerk machine operator

Peggy government agency 
director

security guard housewife housewife



Lucia agriculture chef housewife housewife

Paula unknown unknown owned sewing school sales 

Laura farmer unemployed housewife hotel income auditor

Carolina businessman taxi driver teacher home attendant

elisa unemployed delivery person unemployed factory worker

andrea unknown unknown housewife school bus matron

Bea engineer unknown secretary maintenance worker

elias military officer retired superintendent teacher/principal retired teacher

angel mechanic janitor student dry cleaning clerk

Julia n/a—too young machine  
operator

n/a—too young legal assistant

Betty unknown deceased farm worker disabled

marissa mechanic janitor unknown health aide

Charles unknown deceased teacher retired secretary

michelle business owner retired housewife factory worker

miguel unknown grocery store  
owner

unknown factory worker 

ana student unknown cleaner factory worker

isabel student airplane engine 
inspector

student assistant teacher

(Table continues on p. 188.)



Table A.7  (continued)

Pseudonym  
of 1.5- or  
second-Generation 
Respondent 

father’s Job in  
native Country

father’s Present  
Job in  

the united  
states

mother’s  
Job in  
native  

Country

mother’s Present  
Job in  

the united  
states

Carlos unknown taxi driver unknown factory worker

Raymond shoeshiner factory worker housewife seamstress

Rafael unknown van driver unknown floral arranger

salvador mixed unemployed housewife home attendant

frank salesman businessman flight attendant housewife

francisco ticket seller small business manager housewife nurse’s assistant

Cliff unknown unknown unknown unemployed

wayne grocery store worker retired factory worker teacher retired factory worker

Billy businessman returned to the 
dominican Republic

housewife home day-care 
provider

Colombians

eduardo architect gardener administrative  
assistant 

none 

sally technology repair 
worker

retired technology 
repair worker

keypunch  
operator

executive assistant

maureen business owner  did not migrate housewife waitress, newspaper 
delivery, clerk

Julian painter factory worker secretary hotel maid

Bella n/a—too young subway conductor ticket agent home day-care 
provider



aurora unknown did not migrate administrative assis-
tant

nanny/security guard

Patricia n/a—too young taxi driver nutritionist mail carrier

Leonardo student deceased student bank teller manager

Judy business owner did not migrate teacher/college 
professor/corporate 
controller

bank vice president

audrey n/a—too young unknown n/a—too young unemployed

Claudia student u.s. Postal sserviee clerk student bank worker

Carmel student fedex courier student medical office biller

Thomas unknown cook unemployed airport security

amalia movie theater worker construction worker n/a—too young social worker

natasha chemist deceased accounting secretary hospital housekeeping

José attorney did not migrate secretary factory worker/
housecleaner

shirley unknown unknown secretary paralegal

Pilar unknown unknown accountant unemployed

Javier business owner car salesman business owner school bus driver

Pedro business owner did not migrate real estate agent college housekeeping

sarabeth bank teller self-employed T-shirt  
silk screener 

unknown supervisor for state 
agency

Jorge dentist deceased housewife computer engineer

Calida varied plumber housewife hospital worker

(Table continues on p. 190.)



Table A.7  (continued)

Pseudonym  
of 1.5- or  
second-Generation 
Respondent 

father’s Job in  
native Country

father’s  
Present Job in  

the united  
states

mother’s Job in  
native  

Country

mother’s Present  
Job in  

the united  
states

Penny shop worker factory supervisor housecleaner unemployed

elena architect architect student interior designer

sammy public relations did not migrate public sector official family-owned business 

Rick student chemical engineer student personal trainer

nelson industrial engineer kitchen staff unknown maintenance head

antony exports-imports cleaning company 
supervisor 

real estate agent housewife

sara n/a—too young city agency worker student tax preparer

Park unknown restaurant manager executive secretary real estate agent

Jeffrey factory worker technician factory worker home day-care provider

herman textiles retired textile worker retired

sergio unknown unknown student pastry chef

Violeta n/a—too young carpenter n/a—too young cashier

Cristina unknown unknown secretary textile machine 
operator

sofia mechanic factory worker factory worker factory worker

Source: author’s compilation based on data from the dominican and Colombian immigrant family study (2009).
Note: Boldface text indicates parents’ downward occupational slide with migration.



Table A.8   Mobility Paths of Immigrant Parents in Subsample, Compared to Overall Sample

dramatic Risers high Replicators Low Replicators Limited Risers downwardly mobile

overall 
sample 

sub- 
sample 

overall  
sample

sub- 
sample

overall  
sample 

sub- 
sample

overall 
sample

sub- 
sample

overall  
sample

sub- 
sample

Colombians 12 7 5 3 2 0 7 3 11 5
dominicans 12 2 1 0 5 4 12 3 9 4
Total 24 9 6 3 7 4 19 6 20 9

(32%) (29%) (8%) (10%) (9%) (13%) (25%) (19%) (27%) (29%)

Source: author’s compilation based on data from the dominican and Colombian immigrant family study (2009).
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colleges, compared to the overall dominican sample; to a lesser extent, 
this was true with tier-one institutions as well. as table a.9 indicates, 
there was less representation of children who had gone to a four-year 
college. among the Colombian families, the proportions of focal chil-
dren who had gone to a four-year college or a community college ap-
proximated those in the overall Colombian sample. such caveats must 
be kept in mind when interpreting the findings from the parental sub-
sample.

Table a.10 lists the pairs of 1.5- and second-generation children and 
their parents who were both quoted in the book, along with relevant 
characteristics, such as where the child grew up in the united states and 
the educational levels of both the child and parent.

in analyzing the children’s and parents’ characteristics, i benefited 
enormously from the expertise of Vidya sampath and Galo falchettore 
of the Russell sage foundation; they made great efforts to further orga-
nize and sort my copious data, which were in both paper form (the sur-
veys) and electronic form (some surveys, field notes, transcripts), en 
route to winnowing the relevant characteristics of the sample. They also 
leafed through back issues of U.S. News & World Report and u.s. census 
data. finally, to obtain descriptive data on the racial and ethnic composi-
tions of the public high schools attended by my respondents (chapter 5), 
they drew on the Common Core of data (CCd); collected by the u.s. 
department of education’s national Center for education statistics 
(nCes), these data are not easy to work with. Thanks to their consider-
able efforts, i was able to get a much clearer and more detailed picture of 
my overall and parental subsamples and, when relevant, to situate both 
against dominicans and Colombians nationally—a view that afforded 
me greater analytical purchase.

Table A.9    Highest Level of Education Among Focal Children in Parents’ 
Subsample, Compared to Overall Sample

four- 
Year  

College

Tier- 
one  

school
Community 

College
Vocational  

school Total

dominican
overall 27 7 of 27 12 — 39
subsample  7 3 of 7 6 — 13

Colombian
overall 33 17 of 33 3 1 37
subsample 16 6 of 16 2 — 18

Source: author’s compilation based on data from the dominican and Colombian immigrant family 
study (2009).



Table A.10   Referenced Pairs of Children and Their Parents and Their Characteristics

Pseudonym of 1.5-  
or second-Generation 
Respondent

Parent  
Referenced

Location in the  
united states where  

Child Grew up

educational  
attainment of  

Parent Referenced

educational  
attainment of  

Child 

dominicans

Lenore mother Greenpoint, Brooklyn,  
in new York City

3.5 years of post-secondary 
education  
(in the dominican Republic 
and the  
united states)

enrolled at  
northeastern  
university 

andrea mother washington heights, 
manhattan, in new  
York City

General equivalency 
diploma and two months of  
college in the united states 

Graduated from  
Cornell university

angel mother Jamaica Plain, Boston Completed secondary 
schooling in the dominican 
Republic, vocational 
certificates in the united 
states 

Graduated from  
Bentley College 

Rafael mother and father Lawrence, 
massachusetts

mother: Two years of 
secondary school in the 
dominican Republic

father: nearly four years of 
secondary school in the 
dominican Republic 

Previously enrolled  
at hesser College (two-
year program) 

Billy mother Lawrence, 
massachusetts

Graduated from secondary 
school in the dominican 
Republic 

enrolled at  
northern essex 
Community College  

(Table continues on p. 194.)



Table A.10   (continued)

Pseudonym of 1.5- 
or second-Generation 
Respondent

Parent  
Referenced

Location in the  
united states where  

Child Grew up

educational  
attainment of  

Parent Referenced

educational  
attainment of  

Child

Colombians

Julian mother and father east Boston Postsecondary 
vocational schools in 
Colombia

enrolled at university of 
massachusetts at Boston

Leonardo mother Brighton, massachusetts; 
and nashua, new 
hampshire

Graduated from 
secondary school in 
Colombia

Phd student at 
university of California 
at Berkeley

Judy mother Chelsea, massachusetts; 
and Jamaica Plain, 
Boston

Graduated from 
university in Colombia, 
business school in the 
united states

Graduated from harvard 
university

Carmel mother and father Londonderry, new 
hampshire; and north 
andover, massachusetts

mother: Graduated 
from secondary school 
in Colombia

father: one year of 
university in Colombia, 
some college classes in 
the united states

enrolled at northern 
essex Community 
College



Thomas mother Chelsea, massachusetts; 
and east Boston

six months of univer-
sity in Colombia

enrolled at  
massachusetts Bay 
Community College 

Jorge mother Croton, new York; and 
Jupiter, florida

university in Colombia 
and in the united  
states, from which  
she graduated

enrolled at northeastern 
university

Penny father Bridgeport, Connecticut Graduated from 
secondary school in 
Colombia, took some 
college classes in the 
united states

enrolled at northeastern 
university

Park mother Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania; and miami 
florida

Completed secondary 
vocational certificate in 
Colombia

Graduated from Cornell 
university

herman mother and father Lowell, massachusetts mother: Two years  
of secondary school  
in Colombia

father: nearly two 
years of secondary 
school in Colombia

Graduated from 
university of 
massachusetts at Lowell

Source: author’s compilation based on data from the dominican and Colombian immigrant family study (2009).
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